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Abstract: Low Back Pain (LBP) is a widespread global health problem. Almost 80% of people suffer from this
condition at some point in their life. Management of LBP is a challenge for health care professionals. Out of all
management strategies Physiotherapy is commonly and widely used around the globe for treating patients with
LBP.A large number of people seek physiotherapy intervention for their LBP in Bangladesh however, studies
regarding their treatment outcomes following physiotherapy are not available. This study was a retrospective,
descriptive study of patients’ with Chronic Low Back Pain (CLBP) attending physiotherapy. The objective of
this study was to investigate the level of pain and functional limitation following physiotherapy
intervention. Information regarding 1,000 patients with LBP was retrieved from patient records in the
Physiotherapy department at the Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP). Outcomes investigating
pain and function were recorded and analysed. 63% of all participants were female. Pain was significantly
reduced among patients with CLBP after receiving physiotherapy. Extension and flexion of the lumbar spine
were lost in about 80% and 56% of patients respectively. Movements of the lumbar spine were improved after
physiotherapy. Nearly 50% of patients reported improvements of more than 75% after receiving physiotherapy
for LBP. Patients with CLBP had different characteristics. In this study it was not possible to record all
necessary information. In general most of the patients’ outcomes were improved after receiving physiotherapy
intervention.
Keywords: low back pain; physiotherapy; functional outcome
1. Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) is one of the most common musculoskeletal problems around the world, affecting about
80% of people in their lifetime (Gellhorn et al., 2010). LBP is known globally as a prime contributor to Years
Lived with Disability (YLDs) (Robert et al., 2014) and it creates a substantial personal, community, and
financial burden (Dionne et al., 2006). Himalowa and Frantz (2012) stated that day-by-day the impacts of LBP
on the economic, social and public health situation are increasing enormously.
Of those who suffer with acute LBP, 75–90% of them recover within 6 weeks regardless of medical
intervention, however up to 25% are at risk of developing chronic pain and disability (Benjamin et al., 2014).
People with CLBP are more likely to seek care and use more health care services; for this reason there is an
increased demand for prescription medication and visits to physicians, physiotherapists and chiropractors
(Freburger et al., 2009). Currently LBP is treated mainly with analgesics and alternative treatments such as
physiotherapy, rehabilitation and spinal manipulation. Disc surgery remains the last option when all other
strategies fail (Phillips, 2013) however; Physiotherapy intervention is the most effective amongst all other
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conservative management in LBP (Lau, 2008). In clinical practice different practitioners utilise a range of
physiotherapy treatment strategies with varying degrees of effectiveness. These include joint mobilization,
manipulation, exercise therapy, soft tissue massage techniques, electrotherapy, and traction (Dunsford, 2011).
The outcome of physiotherapy on patients with LBP has been assessed in various countries across different
settings. In Bangladesh, around 2,000 physiotherapists are currently working and it is estimated that most of
them are working in musculoskeletal field and treating patients with LBP. The outcome of physiotherapy
intervention on LBP in Bangladesh is still unknown. The primary purpose of this study is to investigate the
outcome of physiotherapy on LBP.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study design
This study was a retrospective, descriptive study conducted in the Physiotherapy Department based at the Centre
for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP), Savar, Dhaka. CRP is one of the biggest rehabilitation and
physiotherapy centers in Bangladesh, treating hundreds of patient with LBP every day. Participants’ data was
obtained from the Physiotherapy Department database.
2.2. Data Source
Patient documentation was collected and stored at the department.1100 paper patient records were randomly
selected for analysis using simple randomization generated by file numbers. Information was collected from
patients who attended physiotherapy for their LBP between 1st January 2015 and 31st December 2015.100
records were excluded due to incomplete records. A power calculation was used to ensure a large enough
sample size was collected to determine the true significance of the results, it was decided that a larger sample
size would be used in order to obtain a good representation of physiotherapy intervention on those with LBP.
The multidisciplinary team considered patients with a history of Non Specific CLBP for more than three
months. There were no restrictions on age or gender in this study. Patients whose LBP was caused by a
particular disease or who had undergone any surgical intervention for their LBP were excluded.
Ethical permission was obtained from the Institutional Review Board, at Bangladesh Health Professions
Institution (BHPI) prior to this study.
2.3. Measurements
Demographic information including age and sex was identified. Information on the cause of pain, past medical
history, loss of movement and history of pain medication was collected. Pain was recorded before and after the
intervention, in the patients’ record, using the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). An additional subjective measure
was taken from patients about their pain, based on a 4 point Likert scale. This scale was divided in 4 sections
based on their perceived improvement: 1 to 25%, 26 to 50%, 51 to 75% and 76 to 100%. Patients had choices to
put tick marks on any options based on their opinion. Patients had the choice to select the most appropriate
category that reflected their improvements in pain.
2.4. Data analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to portray the data and the paired t test to evaluate the difference between pre
and post intervention outcomes. Differences were considered significant if p<0.05.Data analysis was conducted
using the Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) version 19.
3. Results
3.1. Patient Demographics and Health Information
1,000 patient records were retrieved for this study, of which 37.5% were male. The mean age of the patients was
40 years. The majority of the patients were 21-30 years old. Approximately 88% of patients were unaware of the
cause of their pain. The majority of patients had a moderate loss of lumbar spine extension and 65% of patients
had axial pain. About 45% of patients were on pain medication for their LBP. Most patients scored their pain
between 5 and 8 on the VAS at baseline. Please see Table 1 for further details.
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Table 1. Patient demographics and health information.
Variables
Gender

Age(Years)

Causes of Pain
Past Medical History
Drug History

Pain Characteristics

Pain Intensity
(VAS scale)

Categories
Male
Female
<20
21-30
31-40
41-50
Unknown
Trauma
DM
HTN
Heart Disease
Pain medication
Axial
Unilateral above knee
Unilateral below knee
Bilateral
Not assessed
1-3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Frequency (N=1000)
376
624
278
527
186
9
878
122
135
184
23
453
656
83
147
72
42
10
33
210
244
197
218
50
18

Percentage
37.6
62.4
27.8
52.7
18.6
.9
87.8
12.2
13.5
18.4
2.3
45.3
65.6
8.3
14.7
7.2
4.2
1.1
3.3
21.0
24.4
19.7
21.8
5.0
1.8

DM=Diabetes Mellitus, HTN=Hypertension, VAS=Visual Analogue Scale

3.2. Physiotherapy intervention
Most patients had multiple sessions of physiotherapy, with 15 to 53% receiving 6 to 15 sessions. Most of the
patients received a range of physiotherapy interventions including therapeutic exercise and manual therapy.
Please see Table 2 for details.
Table 2. Types of physiotherapy intervention and number of treatment sessions attended.
Variables
Types of Physiotherapy
intervention

Number of Sessions

Categories
Therapeutic exercise
Manual therapy
Electrotherapy
Home advice
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35

Frequency
827
969
884
957
156
277
252
94
66
75
80

Percentage
82.7
96.9
88.4
95.7
15.6
27.7
25.2
9.4
6.6
7.5
8.0

3.3. Improvement on pain and function after receiving physiotherapy intervention
This study found that pain was significantly reduced after receiving physiotherapy intervention. At base line the
mean pain score was 6.64 on the VAS scale whereas at discharge it was 3.08. Post physiotherapy intervention
the patients’ quality of movement was improved. Post intervention, most patients had a greater restriction into
lumbar extension compared to lumbar flexion. Please see Table 3 for details.
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Table 3. Pain and lumbar spine range of movement before and after physiotherapy.
Variable
Intensity of Pain
(VAS scale)
Lumbar flexion
Major loss
Moderate loss
Mild loss
Lumbar extension
Major loss
Moderate loss
Mild loss

Before physiotherapy

After physiotherapy

p value

6.64+-1.54(Mean+-SD)

3.08+4.56 (Mean+-SD)

.00

5.3%
19.1%
31.1%

.4%
2.1%
6.1%

.05
.00
.00

9.6%
41.9%
28%

1.3%
4.3%
8.6%

.00
.00
.00

p - value derived from paired t test.

3.4. Self reported outcomes
About 50% of patients reported a reduction of up to 70% in their levels of pain. 21% of patients reported a
reduction of 50 to 74% and only 19% of patients reported their pain reduced less than 25%. Please see Table 4
for more information.
Table 4. Self-reported improvement in pain reported post physiotherapy intervention.
Variable
Overall improvement

Categories
25% or less
26%-50%
51%-75%
76% or more

Frequency
188
106
210
496

Percentage
18.8
10.6
21.0
49.6

4. Discussion
This study was conducted at Physiotherapy department of CRP. A total 1000 patient’ records were assessed for
this retrospective study. This study found more female patients attended CRP for management of their LBP.
This study included 624 were female patients and only 376 were male, which may suggest that females are more
prone to developing LBP than males. Schneider et al. (2006) found that the prevalence of LBP was greater in
women than in men. They studied 1,900 participants, 1,037 of which were women. Similarly a literature review
by Schneider et al. (2005) highlighted that in seven out of twelve studies, there was a significantly higher
prevalence of pain in women. The mean age of the participants was 40 years old, with the most affected age
group between 31-50 years old. Xu et al. (2012) found a similar mean age 37 years among patients with LBP.
Dionne et al. (2006) stated that age is one of the most common factors in the development of LBP with the
highest incidence of LBP observed in the third decade of life. In addition, Casazza (2012) explained that LBP
most commonly begins between 20 and 40 years of age although LBP can occur at any age.
About 87.7%of patients stated that they did not find any reasonable cause for their pain, with only12.3% noting
trauma as a possible cause of their LBP. Most LBP has no specific cause and is therefore termed as non-specific
LBP (Hartvigsen et al., 2018). Our study supports this theory that LBP rarely occurs due to a specific
identifiable reason. The duration of LBP may vary from one day to many years. In this study the mean duration
of pain was 11 months. Approximately 65.5% of subjects experienced axial back pain. About 8.3% had
unilateral pain above their knee and 14.8% had unilateral pain below the knee.
After receiving physiotherapy intervention pain was significantly reduced. At base line the mean score of pain
was 6.64 and during discharge it was about 3.08 on the VAS scale. This study found that physiotherapy
intervention significantly improves the symptoms of LBP. Our primary objective of this study was to investigate
the improvement in pain following physiotherapy, as pain was the main complaint of patients with LBP seeking
help from health care professionals. In addition to pain, spinal movement was reduced in a large number of
patients with about 80% experiencing a decrease in lumbar extension compared to 56% losing range into lumbar
flexion. Post physiotherapy management spinal movement improved, only 15% of patients had reduced lumbar
extension compared to 9% of patients with lumbar flexion loss. Physiotherapy has proven to be an effective
management strategy for CLBP in various previous studies (Haydenet et al., 2005). Physiotherapy is effective in
improving quality of life for patients with LBP (Cairns, 2006). Gracey (2002), suggested that physiotherapy can
improve function in patients with LBP be it acute, sub-acute or chronic.
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On discharge patients provided subjective feedback about their improvement in their pain. About 18.8% of
subjects rated their improvement 25% or less, 29.4% had improvement between 26% and 50%. 497 subjects had
improvement as 75% or more.
This study has several limitations. Data was obtained from a single centre therefore it may be difficult to assume
it is represents the rest of the population. Many of patients’ assessment forms were not completed and so it was
not possible to collect all relevant information. The scale used to measure self-reported improvement in pain
grouped together patients who reported an improvement of 25% or less. It is therefore difficult to decipher
between the patients who showed no improvement and minor improvements following physiotherapy. However,
this only represented 18.8% of the study sample and an overwhelming majority (81.2%) reported an
improvement of 26% or more. About 45% of patients took some form of analgesia during their physiotherapy
treatment; therefore it is difficult to determine the true cause of their improvements in pain.
5. Conclusion
LBP is a multifaceted problem and managed in various ways. Physiotherapy intervention can be successfully
utilized for this patient group, improving pain and mobility of the spine. This study supports the use of
physiotherapy to treat patients with CLBP, demonstrating significant improvements in LBP and lumbar range of
motion. Findings from this study will guide further research in this field, a prospective multicenter study
investigating the effects of physiotherapy on LBP is recommended.
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